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LONG-TERM GOALS
This ONR grant promotes the development and application of advanced machine learning techniques
for detection and classification of marine mammal sounds.
OBJECTIVES
The objective is to engage a broad community of data scientists in the development and application of
advanced machine learning techniques for detection and classification of marine mammal sounds.
APPROACH
This research project will utilize an existing website, Kaggle.com, to host a bioacoustic detectionclassification data challenge. This data challenge will be open to all international parties, allowing for
a large quantity of solutions to be tested on a bioacoustic dataset.
Cornell will provide with existing, validated datasets of marine mammal acoustic exemplars for the
contest. This requires time to validate and build test sets and training sets, which will be hosted on
kaggle.com and will be freely available to the public. Cornell will first validate existing datasets and
create the necessary formats for kaggle.com. Kaggle will host the contest, providing access to
automated scoring tools and online public leader board.
This approach will be similar to that used in the first open Kaggle competition held in association with
the Workshop on Machine Learning for Bioacoustics at the International Conference in Machine
Learning, Atlanta, Georgia in 2013 [1, 2, 3].
WORK COMPLETED

1

No work has yet been completed on this project. We are still in the process of assembing the test and
training data sets.
RESULTS
There are no results yet for this project.
IMPACT/APPLICATIONS
The bioacoustics community collects very large amounts of marine acoustic data, which is challenging
to analyze for the acoustic occurrence of marine mammals. Novel detection-classification technologies
are needed to process these data. The marine mammal bioacoustics community would benefit from
engaging and collaborating with the machine learning community.
PUBLICATIONS
None
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